Factors Influencing the Uptake of Canadian Research Findings into the Care of Children with Arthritis: A Healthcare Provider Perspective
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ABSTRACT. Objective. To determine barriers and facilitators to the uptake of findings from the Research in Arthritis in Canadian Children emphasizing Outcomes (ReACCh-Out) study into clinical care by pediatric rheumatologists (PR) and allied health professionals (AHP) caring for children with juvenile idiopathic arthritis (JIA) in Canada.

Methods. PR and AHP participated in this qualitative study through telephone interviews. Interview guides were developed using the Theoretical Domains Framework and focused on the use of information from the ReACCh-Out study in the practice of counseling patients and families. A directed content analysis approach was used for coding.

Results. Nineteen interviews (8 PR and 11 AHP) were completed. All PR had knowledge of the ReACCh-Out study. Three major themes were identified: (1) both groups are motivated to use information from research in clinical care; (2) volume and emotional effect of information on families are barriers; and (3) specific timepoints in care trigger providing this information. AHP had less knowledge of the ReACCh-Out study, did not feel it was their primary role to provide this information, and have a desire for more opportunity to participate in academic forums related to research.

Conclusion. We have described a comprehensive overview of the barriers and facilitators perceived by healthcare providers in the translation of knowledge from JIA research into use in clinical practice. These findings provide a foundation for the development of knowledge translation strategies in the care of children with JIA and other rheumatic diseases. (First Release November 15 2018; J Rheumatol 2019;46:294–300; doi:10.3899/jrheum.180282)
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Juvenile idiopathic arthritis (JIA) is the most common chronic rheumatic disease of childhood, with an estimated prevalence of 1–4/1000 children1. Every child with JIA is at risk of experiencing disability, pain, decreased quality of life, and prolonged requirements for medications2,3,4. Adolescents are also greatly affected and describe feelings of isolation, physical and emotional pain, and uncertainty about the future5. Throughout the disease course, parents experience an “emotional roller coaster” associated with the unpredictable nature of JIA and worry about medication side effects6,7,8. The experience of patients and caregivers over the disease trajectory of JIA can be very challenging.
Research teams studying outcomes in JIA have assembled cohorts of patients around the world, including the ReACCh-Out study (Research on Arthritis in Canadian Children, emphasizing Outcomes)\textsuperscript{2,9}. A primary aim of the ReACCh-Out study was to summarize current practice knowledge for healthcare providers to use when counseling children and families about outcomes early in the disease course. We hypothesize that having this information early in the disease course could help in decision making and help to reduce some of the distress associated with worrying about an uncertain future. The uptake of this information by healthcare providers for use in counseling in clinical care is unknown.

Having research findings used by healthcare providers, patients, or caregivers when making important health-related decisions is a critical outcome in patient-oriented research\textsuperscript{10}. This is also known as knowledge translation (KT); many KT models suggest that KT should take place through an iterative, dynamic process involving key groups\textsuperscript{10}. A crucial part of this process is to identify existing barriers and facilitators that specifically affect the translation of knowledge from a research study into clinical care or other relevant contexts.

The objective of our study was to determine the barriers and facilitators to the uptake of findings from the ReACCh-Out study that are perceived by 2 groups: (1) pediatric rheumatologists (PR); and (2) allied health professionals (AHP). We will combine this knowledge with findings from a parallel study of adolescents and parents, to design future KT interventions\textsuperscript{11}.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

We conducted individual telephone interviews with PR and AHP caring for children with JIA from across Canada. Potential participants were recruited by an e-mail sent to them by their respective professional groups or PR division heads.

Demographic characteristics including years in practice, region, and whether they practiced in a community or academic setting were collected for use in purposeful sampling. We aimed to enroll 6–10 participants per group based on previous estimates for achieving thematic saturation in qualitative studies\textsuperscript{12,13}. Ethics approval for our study was granted by the Research Ethics Board of the IWK Health Centre (10/20567).

All interviews were conducted between October and December 2016 by a trained research coordinator using a semistructured interview guide. Verbal consent was obtained for each participant prior to beginning the interview. Interview guides were developed using the Theoretical Domains Framework (TDF)\textsuperscript{14} and focused on the behavior of interest: healthcare providers’ use of information from the ReACCh-Out study in the counseling of patients and families. The TDF is a validated framework that integrates 33 behavior change theories into 14 theoretical domains. The core interview questions were the same for all participants but were tailored according to the participant’s level of knowledge of Canadian JIA research. Interview questions for participants with knowledge of the ReACCh-Out study centered on those results. Questions for others with less knowledge focused on the wider body of JIA literature, and questions for those with little knowledge of JIA research focused on research in general. The domains of the TDF with sample questions from the interviews are shown in Table 1.

Two independent coders (BRD, ES) completed the analysis using NVivo11 software (QSR International Pty Ltd. Version 11, 2015). We used a directed content analysis approach to code relevant statements from the transcripts into the domains of the TDF\textsuperscript{15}. Each reviewer independently coded each transcript using the TDF as a coding framework. To ensure consistency in coding, the reviewers met after independently coding the first and second transcripts from the PR and AHP interviews, respectively. The reviewers then met after coding 2–3 additional transcripts from the respective groups. At each meeting, the reviewers shared their coding results and resolved any differences through consensus. Recruitment and analysis continued until no new additional data were found that developed aspects of a conceptual category (e.g., a TDF domain). Following the directed content analysis, inductive coding was then performed independently by each reviewer to create a list of specific beliefs within each domain, which were then integrated through discussion. A specific belief was defined as a collection of responses from more than 1 interview participant with an underlying theme that influenced the behavior of interest. Finally, relevant themes were identified based on whether they were mentioned across at least 50% of participants and their likelihood of affecting the use of research in practice and/or the ease with which they could be targeted (e.g., overcome barriers, leverage facilitators) in KT interventions.

**RESULTS**

Nineteen PR and 16 AHP expressed interest in participating in the study and provided their demographic information. Eight PR and 11 AHP were selected for interviews; the selection was based on maximizing the variability in the characteristics presented in Table 2. The interviews lasted an average of 25.5 min (range 17.4–48.4). All PR had knowledge of the ReACCh-Out study. Of the AHP, 4/11 reported knowledge of the results of the ReACCh-Out study, 4/11 knew only that the study existed, and 3/11 were not aware of the study.

We identified 4 themes common to the PR and AHP groups: motivation to use information from research in clinical care; barriers related to volume of information and lack of time; the barrier of the emotional effect of information; and that specific timepoints in care are triggers for sharing research-related information. Barriers exclusive to the AHP group formed our final theme. The 5 themes are described below with the corresponding TDF domains for each theme and illustrative quotes. The quotes are denoted as attributable to a “PR” or an “AHP” and a corresponding participant number.

**Motivation to use information from research in clinical care (relevant TDF domains: beliefs about consequences, optimism, intentions).** Motivation is a key component of behavior change as described by the Behaviour Change Wheel, a framework used to guide the development and evaluation of behavior change interventions\textsuperscript{16}. The TDF domains represented by PR and AHP within this theme (beliefs about consequences, optimism, intentions) have been mapped onto the motivation component of the Behaviour Change Wheel because they contribute positively toward motivation. For example, PR and AHP believed that providing information from research to patients and families could result in positive health outcomes including reduced fear, improved coping, improved adherence to treatments, better decision making, and overall better medical care.
PR (1): It just helps them prepare for and anticipate the future … it could potentially keep them motivated to be adherent to the medications.

AHP (6): I think knowledge is 100% power for everybody and their fears are less because they know what they can expect.

Second, the PR and AHP with knowledge of the ReACCh-Out study indicated they intend to incorporate the research findings into the clinical care of patients and families.

PR (5): I try to [incorporate research findings from ReACCh-Out] to the best of my ability, let them know what’s going to happen down the road: is it a chronic condition, is it not, is it relapsing, is it not? … I try to give them some idea of what it looks like for them.

AHP (4): The way that we are best able to give information … is based on looking at a large number of kids and telling you [the parent] on average what happens … this is the best information we can give … the most current data …

Table 1. TDF domains and semistructured interview questions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Domain Name (definition)</th>
<th>Sample Question from Interview</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge (An awareness of the existence of something)</td>
<td>Are you familiar with any Canadian research on outcomes in JIA?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intentions (A conscious decision to perform a behavior or a resolve to act in a certain way)</td>
<td>Do you usually intend to provide information about the future to patients and families?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skills (An ability or proficiency acquired through practice)</td>
<td>What skills are needed to use this information?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goals (Mental representations of outcomes or end states that an individual wants to achieve)</td>
<td>How important is it to provide the most up-to-date information on the outcomes of JIA to patients and parents?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social/professional role and identity (A coherent set of behaviors and displayed personal qualities of an individual in a social or work setting)</td>
<td>Do you feel it is your role to have discussion with patients and families about recent research findings?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memory, attention, and decision process (The ability to retain information, focus selectively on aspects of the environment, and choose between 2 or more alternatives)</td>
<td>What triggers your decision to use information from the ReACCh-Out study?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beliefs about capabilities (Acceptance of the truth, reality, or validity about an ability, talent, or facility that a person can put to constructive use)</td>
<td>How confident do you feel in your ability to use information from the ReACCh-Out study in counseling patients and families about future disease course?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environment, context, and resources (Any circumstance of a person’s situation or environment that discourages or encourages the development of skills and abilities, independence, social competence, and adaptive behavior)</td>
<td>What factors in your clinical environment influence your decision to use information from the ReACCh-Out study?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beliefs about consequences (Acceptance of the truth, reality, or validity about outcomes of a behavior in a given situation)</td>
<td>What do you think is the balance of potential benefits and potential harms for providing information about the future to patients and parents?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social influences (Those interpersonal processes that can cause individuals to change their thoughts, feelings, or behaviors)</td>
<td>Do other healthcare providers in your division influence your decision to use information from Canadian JIA research?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optimism (The confidence that things will happen for the best or that desired goals will be attained)</td>
<td>Do you feel that the provision of information obtained from the ReACCh-Out study will improve patient care?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emotion (A complex reaction pattern, involving experiential, behavioral, and physiological elements, by which the individual attempts to deal with a personally significant matter or event)</td>
<td>Does providing information to patients and caregivers ever evoke an emotional response in you?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reinforcement (Increasing the probability of a response by arranging a dependent relationship, or contingency, between the response and a given stimulus)</td>
<td>Are there any incentives to providing information about the future to patients and families?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Behaviour regulation (Anything aimed at managing or changing objectively observed or measured actions)</td>
<td>What do you think is needed to ensure that you consistently use information obtained from the ReACCh-Out study or other research on JIA in the clinic setting?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TDF: Theoretical Domains Framework; JIA: juvenile idiopathic arthritis; ReACCh-Out: Research in Arthritis in Canadian Children emphasizing Outcomes study.
and let them know that we were part of the ReACCh-Out study.

Barriers related to volume of information and lack of time (relevant TDF domains: memory, attention and decision processes, environmental context, resources). Three inter-related items emerged as barriers to incorporating information from research into clinical care from the perspectives of both PR and AHP: difficulty with recall, lack of time, and shortage of memory aids. In relation to the ReACCh-Out study, the majority of PR found it difficult to recall specific results from the study, despite more than half identifying as ReACCh-Out study investigators. AHP also cited memory as a general barrier for them although the majority also did not have any specific knowledge about the ReACCh-Out study results.

PR (5): The manuscript itself is very information-heavy … I think that reading it is all fine and well but to keep the numbers at hand is hard.

AHP (7): Right off the top of my head I might not remember all the specifics of the research.

Lack of time had 2 meanings for PR and AHP. Both groups cited limited time to search for and read new publications in the literature as a barrier. The time available to spend with patients and families in the clinic was also felt to be a barrier to incorporating research findings into the clinical encounter.

PR (2): Taking the time to synthesize the data and then to be able to create the necessary dialogue with families. I think that is probably more of the barrier for me.

AHP (2): We don’t always have time to go and look for the most current information.

PR (7): If I’m behind in my schedule, running late then I’d be less likely to talk about the research.

Half of the PR and 2/11 AHP cited a lack of tools to complement and/or facilitate verbal discussions (e.g., pamphlets, visuals, Websites, etc.) when providing information from research to patients and families. We categorized that as a resource-related barrier.

PR (1): Sometimes I guess if the information is very technical it is a bit hard to put into layman’s terms, so maybe some aid, like visual aids to help with that.

PR (7): It would be very helpful to me to have like some kind of knowledge translation tool to be able to practice it better, I think.

AHP (9): If there was a cheat sheet … [it] would be easier to put that into practice and then it’s a reminder for me.

The barrier of perceived emotional effect of information (relevant TDF domains: environmental context and resources). PR and AHP had the perception that families were sometimes too overwhelmed or upset to process large amounts of information and this could modify their approach to counseling.

PR (2): They are not in the right frame of mind to have that kind of discussion. They are too upset or overwhelmed.

AHP (6): For some, too much information is overwhelming.

Specific timepoints in care are triggers for sharing research-related information (relevant TDF domains: environmental context and resources, behavioral regulation). Timepoints during the illness trajectory (new diagnosis, discussing new treatments, and counseling about the future) are all specific times during which PR and AHP were most likely to include information from relevant research, including the ReACCh-Out study.

PR (4): That happens in 3 different situations. One is when I am making a new diagnosis of a patient and trying to tell the families what is going to happen. Second is when I’m prescribing treatments for patients with arthritis or other conditions and trying to describe the possible things that are going to happen. Third is when families ask me about what the future holds and why we make certain decisions.

AHP (4): Any sort of change in clinical status like a change in therapy, then for sure, that’s probably the most common time that I would be accessing research.

AHP-only barriers (relevant TDF domains: social/professional role and identity, knowledge, and social influences). Four out of 11 AHP had knowledge of specific findings of the ReACCh-Out study, while the remainder only knew of its existence or had no knowledge of it. Lack of being up-to-date on the latest information from research was demonstrated.

AHP (1): In the last while I have not been up on the research.
DISCUSSION

This is the first study, to our knowledge, to determine barriers and facilitators to the translation of knowledge gained from research into the clinical care of children with JIA from the perspectives of healthcare providers. We studied this in a Canadian context, using findings from a national collaborative research project: the ReACCh-Out study. We interviewed pediatric rheumatologists, physical and occupational therapists, and nurses caring for children with JIA from across Canada.

In healthcare research, it is well established that the translation of findings from clinical studies into practice often fails, resulting in the patients and families not benefiting from newly discovered information that could improve care. Many factors can influence the uptake of research information into clinical care. We used the TDF as the foundation for the development and analysis of our study to examine barriers and enablers of knowledge uptake in this context. The TDF has been used across multiple disciplines to help understand behaviors of healthcare providers, as well as patients.

Our findings show that PR and AHP believe that providing information from research to patients and families can result in positive health outcomes, and most intend to incorporate the provision of information from research into clinical care. Enthusiasm for the incorporation of evidence from research into clinical care is something that could be leveraged in relation to future involvement in designing, implementing, and evaluating KT interventions within the Canadian pediatric rheumatology community.

Most PR found it difficult to recall specific results from the ReACCh-Out study, despite more than half identifying as ReACCh-Out investigators; AHP cited memory as a general barrier for them. PR/AHP said they felt that a KT intervention or tool (e.g., a plain-language summary or “cheat sheet”) could overcome this barrier, and having this available could act as a reminder to use this information in practice. In a recent study of incorporating physical activity guidelines into practice, a lack of pragmatic tools in the environment was also a barrier for physicians and nurse practitioners. There is evidence supporting the incorporation of reminders into clinical care as a strategy to change physician behavior and processes of care. Future work, therefore, could be directed at designing KT tools that serve to both increase knowledge and act as a reminder to healthcare providers. For example, research findings could be summarized and disseminated through a Web-based portal with automatic notifications sent to users depending on user preference. The McMaster Optimal Aging Portal is an example of this approach and is aimed at clinicians, policy makers, and the public.

Lack of time as a barrier to incorporating evidence-based care into practice has been cited by a range of health professionals across different clinical contexts. Boerner, et al found that lack of time within sessions was the second most commonly reported barrier to providing evidence-based sleep-related care to families by nurses, physicians, psychologists, and social workers. In a recent study of rehabilitation clinicians and occupational and physical therapists, lack of time was a major barrier to searching and interpreting the relevant literature. The themes around lack of time that emerged from our study mirror these previous findings.

Interventions addressing efficient ways of keeping abreast of relevant research results could be beneficial, especially for PR/AHP who spend only part of their time caring for children with JIA and/or work outside an academic setting. Another priority for future research should be to understand how best to incorporate information from research both within and outside the constraints of the clinic visit.

The final barrier cited by both PR and AHP was the perception that families are sometimes too overwhelmed or upset to process large amounts of information. Indeed, we have found that parents are quite overwhelmed by information presented to them by the healthcare team at certain times during their child’s illness, particularly at diagnosis and during flares. Asking patients about information preferences was suggested by Bernacki, et al in a review of best practices for communication about serious illness goals (e.g., “How much information about what is likely to be ahead with your illness would you like from me?”). Rather than assuming that families are too overwhelmed, seeking preferences from patients and families around their goals and desire for information, including information from research, could enhance the delivery of information.

The clearest triggers for PR for sharing information from research, including the ReACCh-Out study, were specific timepoints during the illness trajectory: new diagnosis, discussing new treatments, and counseling about the future. This corresponds with what we have found about parents’ information needs when caring for their children. Therefore, a possible facilitator would be to focus KT interventions at specific times that are relevant for both the PR/AHP and parent. It will be critical to consider how this
information is delivered, however, because conventional verbal dissemination in the clinic may be overwhelming. This ties in with the description commonly cited in KT spheres: “knowledge translation is about getting the right information, to the right people, at the right time, and in a format they can use, so as to influence decision making.”

Patient decision aids (PtDA) have been developed to facilitate decision making and help to address this need. PtDA, which can be delivered through a range of approaches (paper-based, Web-based), help by making explicit the decision that needs to be made, providing information about the options and outcomes, and by clarifying personal values. Use of PtDA can result in patients feeling more knowledgeable, better informed, and clearer about their values. PtDA have been studied in the care of adults with rheumatic disease such as rheumatoid arthritis. Within the Pediatric Rheumatology Care and Outcomes Improvement Network, Brinkman, et al developed medication choice cards among patients, parents, and PR/AHP. While user acceptability of the decision aid was high, reliable implementation into clinical care was challenging. Future research should be directed at understanding the barriers to implementing interventions such as decision aids and developing innovative modalities for information delivery and use.

It is also important to consider including all relevant persons early in the research process. This is highlighted by the finding that the majority of AHP had little to no knowledge about the results of the ReACCh-Out study. Although AHP indicated that they did not necessarily feel it was their primary role to communicate this information to patients and families, this information is likely highly relevant to them.

It is important to consider the potential limitations of our study. It is possible that the participants interviewed were more interested in research and/or KT than nonresponders, resulting in a selection bias. Indeed, the majority of PR responders were ReACCh-Out investigators. We speculate that this bias could have led to barriers being underestimated or missed. Most PR and AHP in the study worked in academic centers as opposed to community practices. This is likely reflective of the model of care for pediatric rheumatology in Canada, where most children with JIA receive most or part of their care in university-based clinics. We also anchored our interviews around the ReACCh-Out study, which could affect generalizability. However, despite these limitations, the general themes identified in our work form a valuable foundation for future initiatives in KT research and KT planning.

Our study demonstrates that while healthcare providers are motivated to incorporate information from research into clinical care, significant barriers exist. These included a lack of time (both to search the literature for new research and to share research results in the clinic), the challenge of distilling and recalling large volumes of information, a paucity of memory aids and KT tools for use during clinical encounters, and concern regarding overburdening already overwhelmed patients and parents with information. This information will be used, together with input from patients and caregivers, to design KT interventions and implementation strategies for use in the care of children with JIA.
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